Case Study

iDaq allows Walvoil S.p.A. to automate test on hydraulic
devices
Company:

The goals

Challenges

Walvoil S.p.A., a leading global manufacturer of hydraulic valves and
complete mechatronic systems designed for mobile equipment, needs to
automate some fundamentals procedures:



To perform durability tests
on hydraulic devices



To perform specific tests
to evaluate functional
characteristics of prototypes



To gather information
about product performance



To reduce human errors
and procedures execution
time



Portable solution



Intuitive interface

Solutions


Automation of the procedures to test the valves



Monitoring through synoptic panels



To perform durability tests on hydraulic devices



To perform specific tests to evaluate functional characteristics of
prototypes



To gather information about product performance

Walvoil S.p.A. also needs to have a tool that allows specialists to evaluate
device functionality and performance in the shortest possible time. It also
needs a tool that could be moved from a machinery to another.
Until this moment, many of the necessary procedures are performed
manually. Therefore, there is the need of a software that automates
these procedures in order to reduce human errors and execution time.
The required solution has to have an intuitive interface that allows operators to work without having to learn all the details about the acquisition
system.

Resources


iDaq 2015



Easy Data Logger



Windows 7



NI CompactRIO
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The solution
For over forty years Walvoil is
one of the main global manufacturer of hydraulic valves and
complete mechatronic systems
designed for mobile equipment.
Since January 2015 Walvoil is part
of Interpump Group S.p.A., a
company listed on the Milan
Stock Exchange.
The goal of Walvoil has always
been to guarantee customers’
and partners’ satisfaction for diverse and complex needs, taking
into account the quality of process and both inner and outer

To meet all these specific demands, T4SM realized an application
based on iDaq, an innovative signal management platform capable
to acquire signals coming from thousands of sensors.

iDaq is connected to a CompactRIO, which acquires data from the
sensors used for tests. iDaq analyses this data which is saved in
many formats in a few minutes through the application Easy Data
Logger. Saved data can be opened in spreadsheet applications also
during the registration of another test session.
The software automates test procedures that had previously been
performed manually, reducing, thus, human errors and execution
time.
The solution has an intuitive interface that allows operators to perform their activities without having to learn all the details about the
acquisition system.

relations whilst supporting an
increasingly sustainable development.
Our industrial project, which we
aim to pursue in order to face all
challenges represented by new
markets and territories, is actively
supported by a deep involvement
of all operators, co-actors and
promoters who believe in teamwork as a way to facilitate an important process.
www.walvoil.com
Walvoil S.p.A.
Via Adige, 13/D
42124 Reggio Emilia - Italy
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Benefits and results
TOOLS for SMART MINDS is an
Alliance Partner of National Instruments and helps customers
deliver unique products quickly
and cost-effectively.
Our software technology is architected from the ground up to deliver a high-precision solution
together with an easy integration
with third-party solutions as well
as short time to market and lifetime guarantee to customer applications. Best Practices in Software
Development
Process
TOOLS for SMART MINDS project managers are high skilled
and experienced people who
lead customer solutions to their
ultimate success.
We adopts "leading-edge" technology for software projects that
have huge effects on the way
customers do business and
helps them to gain a distinct
advantage over the competition.
Worldwide technical support and
product information:
www.toolsforsmartminds.com
TOOLS for SMART MINDS
Corporate headquarter

iDaq is a easy-to-use software that allows Walvoil S.p.A. to save time
and costs, thanks to its fast setup and the reduction of human errors.
The data monitoring enables to compare the tests performed on the
devices over the time, as the analysed data is stored on disk by iDaq.
The synoptic panels created in iDaq are vey useful, in particular in
case of visits by customers interested in the test in progress.

“T4SM supported us in a continuative way during
the customization of the rack based on the CompactRIO, with excellent suggestions and support
during the first utilizations.
During laboratory management, activities of revamping, upgrade and acquisition systems updates
are sporadic and not always predictable. At the opportunity, we are likely to resort again to T4SM services.”
Cesare Dolcin—Ricerca e Sviluppo @Walvoil S.p.A.

Via Padania, 16
25030 Castel Mella
Brescia (Italy)
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